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Our timber is grown in Britain and milled in Britain.1



2British Forests are responsibly managed on a sustainable 
and ethical basis to ensure constant renewal.



British Timber hasn’t been shipped halfway round  
the planet.
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Forestry and sawmilling are part of who we are.4



Great British Timber is the result of a constant international 
collaboration which adds real value for customers.
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Every cubic metre of timber we process at Ransfords is sourced from fully sustainable British forests. 
 

Of course, we harness engineering and science expertise from around the world in our milling line,  
our treatment plant, and in the vast array of solar panels which make a huge contribution to reducing our 
energy costs.  
 

It all combines to make us one of the most efficient sawmills in the UK. We know it’s good for our business 
- and that it will certainly be good for yours.

We’re proud to be 
working in partnership 
with Grown in Britain

Grown in Britain is bringing together people and 
businesses who care about the long term future of 
British forestry.

The stated aim is to transform the forestry sector, 
growing our woodlands and forests, and bringing about 
sustainable change that benefits wildlife, the public 
and the economy. Grown in Britain and its partners are 
already making a difference.
 
The Grown in Britain Licensing Scheme gives woodland 
owners, suppliers, retailers, the construction industry 
and consumers assurance their timber, or timber 
products, come from Britain. Getting licensed is simple, 
quick, and anyone in the supply chain can apply.

Find out more at www.growninbritain.org
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